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Tessa Worley (FRA) wins the SkiWorldCup Kronplatz and is crowned “Princess of
the Plan de Corones”. Italy’s Marta Bassino finishes third after Switzerland’s Lara
Gut-Behrami.

Excellent performance by Tessa Worley (FRA), who finished 5th after a small mistake during
the first run. Lara Gut-Behrami (SUI) leaps forward from a 4 th place and finishes 2nd. Marta
Bassino (ITA) attacks from her 7th position and finishes 3rd, equalling her results from 2017
and 2019. Michelle Gisin (SUI), the first run’s leader, finishes 6th after having lost her ideal
line in the final part of the race. The former “Princesses of Plan de Corones” Mikaela
Shiffrin, Sofia Goggia and Federica Brignone did not manage to repeat their past editions’
success. 

The first run was dominated by Michelle Gisin of Switzerland, who managed to get the past
edition’s winner Mikaela Shiffrin (USA) and Federica Brignone (ITA) – an almost traditional
opponent on the Erta - in line. The gap of 1''82 between the first and the tenth place only seemed
enormous after the first run. However, Switzerland’s Lara Gut-Behrami, Tessa Worley of France
and Italy’s Marta Bassino, all among the favourites for a top placement, were ready to strike back
from their 4th, 5th, and 7th position after the first run, followed by Italy’s Sofia Goggia (11th), Elena
Curtoni (23rd) and Roberta Midali (24th). Their team colleagues Karoline Pichler and Roberta
Melesi did not qualify for the second run. 

Here Sofia Goggia manages to take the lead and leaps form her previous 11th to a final 7th place
despite her technical difficulties on a track that does not exactly suit her. Mikaela Shiffrin fails to
keep her 2nd placement in the second run and finishes 4th – the Erta track does not allow any
mistakes. Neither does Federica Brignone manage to find a smooth rhythm and finishes 8th.

Marta Bassino strikes for the third time on the Erta and finishes 3rd, confirming her constant
dominance on the GS court. Today’s surprise is delivered by a strong Lara Gut-Behrami, who
conquers a silver medal after a powerful 4th place in the first run, missing gold by 0,27’’on one of



the most challenging tracks. Bad luck for her team colleague Michelle Gisin, who makes a decisive
mistake in the final part of the race and finishes 6th. Today’s star is Tessa Worley, who already
managed to finish 2nd on the Erta in 2017 and 2019, and finally touches gold. So Worley, Gut-
Behrami and Bassino are the top skiers at this year’s edition of the Kronplatz SkiWorldCup.

A race characterized by cloudy weather in the morning, more sunshine in the afternoon, a hard track
in the upper part with challenging bits in the steepest areas, no audience due to current pandemic
restrictions but flawlessly organized by Willi Kastlunger and his organizing committee Al Plan
Events. 

Final results:

1) Tessa Worley FRA         2:11.38
2) Lara Gut-Behrami SUI   2:11.65   +0.27
3) Marta Bassino ITA         2:12.11   +0.73
4) Mikaela Shiffrin USA    2:12.46   +1.08
5) Meta Hrovat SLO           2:12.61   +1.23 

Comments

Tessa Worley FRA
“It’s been a fantastic day. This is my track. I’ve always done well here and today I finally managed
to achieve the best result with a bumpy ride. It went really well. Now my thoughts go to my fiancée
Lizeroux, who ends his career in Schladming tonight”

Lara Gut-Behrami SUI
“I’m very happy with the results of my work. I managed to leap forward in the second run, a silver
medal after a race on this slope definitely is a great result, despite having missed the first place by a
tiny bit. Definitely a good call for the World Championship in Cortina.”

Marta Bassino ITA
“I am beyond happy considering the challenges on this track, which however allowed me to
underline my technical skills. It looks like I got a subscription to the 3 rd place, but sooner or later I
would love to get higher. I’m having a great time right now and I enjoy every bit of it.”

Willi Kastlunger – President of OC
“So, also the fourth race was a great success! The atmosphere was almost family-like, we definitely
missed the cheering audience of Plan de Corones, but all went well. The athletes managed to thrill
us with excellent skiing performances, the few and lucky spectators allowed to attend the race really
enjoyed it. A big thank you to everybody who did their very best to make this possible and
guaranteed a memorable event.”
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